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St Laurence Governors - Full Governing Body

Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 18th October 2OL7 at 17:30 in the Restaurant

Present:

Apologies:

ln Attendance: Chris Dutton Emma Khatri (Clerk)

5OlL7 Welcome and APologies

Apologies *"r" ..."pted by the chair from Joanna Abecassis and Nigel Simpson'

5llt7 Register of Pecuniary lnterests

There were no pecuniary interests to be recorded'

521t7 Minutes and matterc arising

TheminuteswereapprovedasanaccuraterecordandsignedbytheChair.

Matters arising

39lt7 Register of Pecuniary lnterests

All governors had completed and returned their full register of interest forms to MH'

4, I t7 Appointment/Confirmation of Specialist Governors

ltwasconfirmedthatDCwouldbetakingontheroleofHealthandSafetyGovernor,
takingoverfromlsBwhowasthankedforhiscontribution.
461L7 Terms of Office

The terms of office for TC and LR had been renewed'

531t7 APPointment of Vice-Chair

The appointment of Vice-chair had been deferred from the previous meeting' PMD

volunteered to take on this role. LD proposed PMD as Vice-chair, seconded by LA' all in

favour.

54ltl Scheme of Delegatio i !L ^ -^,.
The Scheme of 

-Delegation 
had been through all committees and the relevant changes

made. DN tabled some revisions to the FFE section which had been looked at with LD'

This was to better reflect FFE',s role as a finance and audit committee. LR proposed

approvingtherevisedSchemeofDelegation,secondedbyRF,allinfavour.

Exams rePort- GCSEs- CJD

clD highlighted the headline measures from the KS4 exams analysis report 2017 ' rhe

progress 8 score was +0.32, compared to +0.21 in 2016' 73'8o/o of students achieved the

old benchmark of 5 A* - C including in Engtish and Maths, with 99% achieving 5A*- G
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including English and Maths. Record numbers of students got all As and A*s. The GCSE

results put St Laurence as the best non-selective school in Wiltshire in terms of

attainment.

The Progress 8 scores were lower for the lower prior attainment cohort than their

comparator groups. However, these students had left with a variety of additional

qualifications in courses that were right for them, but that didn't feed in to the Progress

8 score. Governors asked whether there was an internal measure, to look at the value

added. lt was not currently possible to measure progress internally, the targets set were

based on Fischer Family Trust measures. Governors asked about the subjects that did

not seem to have done so well, food had a very small cohort ( five students ) which

skewed results relative to larger cohorts, however the school was pleased with the

results of these five; the results in French were good, but just not as good as others.

Graphics had been separated that year (from Art and Design) so there was no ALPs score

from the previous year to make a comparison with. lt was also noted that in Maths,

whilst the results were very good, 43% were shown as being on target, reflecting the fact

that targets were set too high. Maths also had tiered levels of entry.

Governors asked what was replacing RA|SEOnline. This was being replaced with Analyse

School in which CJD would be attending training in December. Of the action points, it
was noted that the school would monitor performance in Open Bucket subjects, as some

students tended to prioritise English and Maths over other subjects.

The Chair thanked CJD for the excellent report which showed the hard work done on

monitoring and putting in place interventions.

Transgender guidance

CJD had drafted transgender guidance in response to the increased number of students

transitioning. The guidance had proved useful for parents, spelling out what the Equality

Act meant for schools, and feedback received had been very appreciative. Community

and Ethos had also looked at the guidance and thanked Chris for all the work he'd done

in this area, and for producing very good, practical guidance. PMD proposed approving

the guidance, TC seconded, all in favour.

CJD left the meeting at 18:05.

MAT- Update

There had been a meeting with Palladian on 27th September including the Chairs and

Heads of Winsley, Fitzmaurice and St Laurence. The timetable proposed was for
consultation with staff and parents during November, to join PAT on 1't April. The other

two schools wished to proceed to this timescale. From FS's perspective the school

needed to give a firm commitment to colleagues, in the cluster, to either go ahead or to
draw a line and not go any further. He did not want to go ahead with consultation with
staff and parents, if there was no firm commitment from governors. At present the
governing body was divided.

It was proposed to draw a line under discussions to join PAT, PMD proposed, SC

seconded, 9 in favour.

FS highlighted that he strongly felt that this had offered a real opportunity to take

teaching and learning to the next level, and that the school was unlikely to get another

such opportunity.

The Chair emphasised that the head's guidance and leadership had got the school to the

strong position in which it was in, and that the governors had confidence in the Head.
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Safeguarding

Child Protection Policy

The Child Protection Policy had been updated to include new contact details and peer to

peer scenarios. lt had been reviewed at Community and Ethos, and was approved

annually by FGB. With an amendment to the email address of the Chair, this was

approved. PMD proposed approving the policy, SC seconded, all in favour.

pMD reported that he had set up regular meetings with WP and had completed the

Wiltshire Council Safeguarding lnduction training on 11th October 2017. Governors had

previously raised the question of how regularly DBS checks should be conducted on

governors. This was for individual schools to determine. lt was agreed that this would be

further looked at in Community and Ethos. PMD provided copies of the Child Protection

Handbook September 2Ot7 for each governor.

Head's Report

Leadership and Management

The Head reported that the school was very pleased to have appointed a replacement

for MH. lt was hoped that an earlier start date than January could be negotiated so that

there would be a smooth transition period.

Teachins. Learnins and Assessment

The issue of teacher workload was being looked at. The school was currently engaged in

action research with a group of 9 teachers, across the experience and faculty ranges, to

obtain local data on workload and its impact. lt was likely this would be repeated later in

the school year for comparison, with a view to formulating a strategy.

A pragmatic decision had been made to scale down the year 7 'Big ldea' approach. After

full evaluation it had been concluded that the most valuable parts of the system were

learning the skills of reflection , which were more firmly embedded in the student

planner system, and the opportunity for each faculty to showcase an aspect of students'

collaborative work. Consequently the Big ldeas approach had been scaled down into a

Faculty Showcase for all of year 7 at the end of each term.

Personal development, behaviour and welfare

The attendance for term 6 in 2OL6-L7 was94.5% which was very good. Pupil premium

attendance in term 6 was also very good.

Governors were likely to see an increase in internal exclusions as the school were having

a big drive on consistency in both student behaviour and staff recording of behaviour

issues.

The school Challenge Programme had been extended down into year 7 with the

introduction of a 'challenge day' at Brokers Wood. This was highly successful with

positive responses from the students.

Outcomes for pupils

The end of year data for year 9 was particularly pleasing. For both year 8, (now 9) and

year 9, (now 10), the analysis by starting point, showed good progress, with the

exception of Very High Starters (VHS). lt was believed this was due to a misjudging of

their anticipated end of key stage position when the new assessment system was set up

3 years ago, and work was underway to address this.

The Y12 internal exams data was included, it was noted that this was an incomplete

picture showing the last year that students were sitting a mixture of external AS and

internal school exams.

FS reported that Parliamentary Review, published every Autumn, had invited St Laurence

to be one of the (14) schools it chose to showcase in 2018. The school would have to pay

f3,5OO to take part. 1OO hard copies of the publication would be provided for the school.

Governors had no objections to the school spending the money, provided this was
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discussed within SLT, and with staff. lf the school felt this would be valuable then

Governors would leave the decision with the school.

Admissions Policy

The draft admissions policy was tabled for noting by Governors. lt would be determined

at the December FGB following the required period of consultation. The only change was

to paragraph 2, page 2, where there was a slight variation in wording to state that ' This

is subject to St Laurence School being able to meet the reasonable, specific needs of the

child, within the resources available'. The head had consulted with the admissions

authority on this, and had taken their advice to include this in the general information

section, rather than in SEN section. FS to email to Clerk to send for publication and

consultation.

Pay and Appraisal Policies

The pay proposals had been to Strategy where governors had approved the school's

recommendation of adopting a 2% pay award across the range of the main pay scale, as

well as L% across all other scales. lt was suggested that the first two paragraphs, under

bullet point 3, (giving the background)were not needed. FS to remove. Provided some

minor amendments were made, and the figures were checked by MH, this was approved.

All, excluding staff governors, voted in favour. i .o

The Appraisal policy had had very few changes. Paragraph LL.4, The review of
obiectives, the benchmark for measuring this had yet to be decided. As the policy

needed to be published, it was suggested that a date by which the benchmark would be

confirmed should be inserted. As long as this did not disadvantage any member of staff,

3L't January 20L8 was recommended. FS to add and send for publishing.

DN recommended approving the policy, LD seconded, all, excluding staff governors,

voted in favour.

Committee Reports

Strategy

Strategy had looked at the Scheme of Delegation, and would in future be taking staffing

report and staffing matters which Standards had previously reviewed.

Standards

Standards had also looked at the Scheme of Delegation, the SIP report and the OFSTED

report. lt was agreed that the school's response to the two bullet points in the OFSTED

report should be circulated to all governors. Clerk to circulate.

Community and Ethos

Community and Ethos had heard from Dave Adams on Schools Buddy, looked at the
Scheme of Delegation and the Child Protection Policy. Laura Barber's report on e-safety

and safeguarding would be given at the next meeting.

FFE

FFE had looked at draft agendas for the year. This had included considering whether the
auditors needed to attend the December FGB. Provided the auditors gave a detailed

report to FFE, the governing body was content with them not attending in December.

FFE had also made the decision to change the FCAR provider to Wiltshire Council.

On capital projects, proposals to replace the science modules had been considered from
two providers. FS had been due to bring some further detail to FGB, however,

information from the contractors had only arrived that day. FS would look at the details

of these and report to the next FFE meeting. Governors requested that the full life costs

of both structures were included. This would be added. The possible inclusion of a

telescope was noted.

FS/Clerk

Clerk

FS
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631L7 SDP Ratification and Strategic Review Group

The final draft of the SDP i., pr"r"nted ftr approval' lts first evaluation would take

place in November to go to Governor committees in January' lt was noted that the

actions from the oFSTED report were embraced in the sDP' Governors asked about

governor committee ,.rponribilities, as these were not made clear in the SDP' FS to put

these in the sub-sectioni (rather than in top-line)' The SDP was noted'

As the school was going through a time of change, a strategic review group to look at the

budget, the campus p'i* .ni TSL had been iuggested, as it was difficult within the

committee structure io allocate enough time for an in depth look at all these aspects'

This would comprise rnembers of the SLT and a few governors' although the membership

of the group would be flexible. There was no delegated authority to this group' there

would be clear reporting back through the committee structure'

This would be developed further at strategy and would be returned to at FGB' Whether

thegovernorsseminarinJanuary*,,.valuableuseoftimealsoneededtobe
considered'

kM

The meeting closed at 19:20.
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